The preparation and definition of large (3 -5 mm edge length) single crystals of ScN, GdN, TbN, HoN, YbN and CeN is described. The Hall effect and the electrical conductivity are found to be metallic. The optical reflectivity between 30 meV (sometimes 1 meV) and 13 eV has been measured and the dielectric functions have been obtained. A plasma edge in the infrared confirms the metallic character. In GdN, a shift of this plasma edge with temperature through the magnetic ordering temperature has been observed as a new effect. GdN is in low magnetic fields antiferromagnetic, but becomes ferromagnetic in larger fields. The band structure is discussed. The magnetic exchange interactions have been derived. HoN in the relevant crystal directions has a spontaneous magnetic moment, but no saturation in fields up to 10 T. CeN is intermediate valent and exhibits a Pauli paramagnetism. The specific heat is measured down to 0.3 K and an enhanced γ value is observed.
Introduction
After the discovery of the first ferromagnetic semiconductor EuO by Matthias, Bozorth and van Vleck [1] , the search for other ferromagnetic semiconductors was getting stronger. The rare earth pnictides are obvious candidates since III-V materials generally are semiconductors like AlN, GaN, GaAs and InSb (going from large gap to narrow gap semiconductors) and rare earths have generally magnetic ions. An advantage is that all rare earth pnictides crystallize in the simple rock-salt structure and can be mixed amongst each other.
Whereas, the well-known III-V compounds mentioned above are all semiconductors or insulators, rare earth pnictides are all metallic, as judged from the temperature dependence of the n-type electrical resistivity. Very early, the question arose why this might be the case. When the composition of the compounds had been investigated in rare cases, one always observed metal excess and of course the metal ions donated excess free electrons causing the metallic character. So, is the whole story a problem of non-stoichiometry? For 20 years or so one tried to make the compounds more stoichiometric, for phosphides, arsenides and antimonides with limited success, but for nitrides without success.
In this laboratory, methods to determine the nitrogen content of rare earth compounds had to be developed, the so called Kjeldahl method, and been brought to a precision of ±0.5%. The trained personal and the special equipment raised enormous costs during some years. But then we were successful with stoichiometric polycrystalline samples.
To grow single crystals with melting points of about 2000˚C is another story of success. Closed crucibles of tungsten were necessary and each crucible was broken to retrieve the crystals. In the course of time, about 10,000 crucibles had been consumed (not only for rare earth nitrides, but also for chalcogenides). The growth of stoichiometric rare earth nitrides brought crystal growth to new levels.
Today non-stoichiometric rare earth nitrides can also be grown as thin films by shooting charged nitrogen ions onto rare earth metallic films and thus produce even excess nitrogen and p-type conductivity. Now, the samples can be semiconductors and sometimes ferromagnetic. The old dream of a new ferromagnetic semiconductor is thus revived.
The rare earth pnictides except the nitrides can be prepared quite easily and even single crystals can be grown in closed crucibles of boron nitride, molybdenum or tungsten at temperatures near 2000 K (we refer to Handbook articles of Hulliger [2] and Vogt and Mattenberger [3] [4] .
Stoichiometry (from Greek στοιχειονµετρειν basic material measure) is the key element for all rare earth pnictides, but especially for the nitrides. Exact stoichiometry means e.g. Gd 1.0 N 1.0 , but all pnictides generally have metal excess up to 10%, e.g. Gd 1.0 N 0.9 or Gd 1.1 N 1.0 . As will be more elaborated later on, each excess metal ion will donate excess electrons and turn a possible semiconductor into a semimetal or metal. The magnetic interactions are at least composed of two parts-an indirect super-exchange involving bonding and anti-bonding d-orbits of the cation and the p orbits of the anion-and a RKKY type interaction where the oscillatory behaviour depends on the carrier concentration. Thus a stoichiometric nitride may be an antiferromagnet, but becomes a ferromagnet with off-stoichiometry. In this paper we use the term stoichiometry in short for a 1:1 exact stoichiometry, else wise we use the term off-stoichiometry.
Very often, it is the crystal structure and rock-salt phase purity, which is used as a sign of stoichiometry. Even in the most recent investigation on rare earth nitrides by Hirayama et al. [5] the phase purity from XRD (X-Ray Diffraction) has been used to claim perfect stoichiometric polycrystalline samples. But it is a fact that non-stoichiometry up to 10% is still single phase with only the rock-salt structure. Of course there is a large diffuse background since the lattice defects are disordered and do not exhibit another crystallographic phase. But when one insists on using 99.99% pure rare earths and 99.9995% pure N and thus hoping to get perfect samples one has not understood the problems with non-stoichiometry (Hirayama et al. [6] ). Some authors realize or even measure the off-stoichiometry of their samples but think a small misfit would not change the physics of the material. But it does, as will be shown further down. So Child et al. [6] measured about 95% nitrogen and Sclar [7] about 90% with the Kjeldahl method.
All rare earth nitrides are metallic conducting (the other pnictides just as well) when measured in function of temperature. The point is: are they metallic because of excess electrons due to non-stoichiometry or is this an intrinsic property due to the band structure and p-d overlap? In any case those nitrides, which have the lowest carrier concentration and perfect measured stoichiometry are the best and serve as intrinsic standards.
Materials and Methods
Historically the preparation of nitrides was via heating the metal in flowing nitrogen [8] , or to produce hydrides [6] or amalgams [9] , which were converted with NH 3 to nitrides. Whereas the former all yield polycrystalline powders of various compositions, single crystals of the nitrides can also be grown [10] [11] . In short, the handling of the metal and the compound has been performed in metallic argon glove boxes gettered by hot cerium turnings, having a residual oxygen concentration of less than 3 ppm. Commercially available 99.99% sublimed rare earth metal has been transformed into metal turnings in the glove boxes and pre-reacted with an induction furnace in an open Mo crucible for 12 h at 1900˚C in a nitrogen stream. The resulting polycrystalline material has been reground in the glove box and nitrified again for 12 h and the procedure repeated again. Even after 24 h of X-ray irradiation only the rock-salt structure could be detected. The material has been analyzed with a micro Kjeldahl method [11] for its nitrogen content and was found to be stoichiometric (±0.5%). This pre-reacted material has been put into a tungsten crucible closed and welded with an electron beam. A temperature gradient of 1940˚C and 1970˚C between top and bottom of the crucible has been maintained for 11 days and then the crucible has been slowly cooled. Large single crystals between 3 mm and 5 mm edge length had grown. Within the precision of the chemical analysis no nitrogen has been lost. Single crystals from this crucible have been cleaved in the glove box and been transferred without contamination with air into the various measuring apparatuses. Single crystals from top or bottom of the crucibles, though with the same stoichiometry, could have slightly different physical properties, so all physical measurements should be done on the very same single crystal.
The perfection and quality of the rare earth nitrides is extremely important. As band structure calculations show (see below) there is an indirect overlap between the p-band of nitrogen and the d band of the rare earth. This overlap can be of only meV energy and thus the intrinsic carrier concentration is in the order of percent. A change in stoichiometry of only 1% may change the carrier concentration by 100% and thus influence all physical parameters like lattice constant, magnetic and optical properties and electric conductivity, A simple test of the perfection of the nitride material is to leave a polycrystalline sample over night on the table in the laboratory. On the next morning an originally non-stoichiometric black powder has become a white material, e.g. Gd 2 O 3 or Gd(OH) 3 . Instead a stoichiometric single crystal could be boiled for hours in a mixture of HNO 3 and H 2 SO 4 before being dissolved.
In this paper, we want to compare and measure physical properties of interesting rare earth nitrides, stoichiometry tested (Kjeldahl), large single crystals (ScN, GdN, TbN, HoN, YbN, CeN) and relate them to earlier measured results on non-stoichiometric, polycrystalline samples. The results are drastically different.
Band Structure
Band structure calculations have made great progress in the last years. But it is still a problem to treat localized 4f and itinerant p or d bands on the same level. Actually, the first band structure calculation for a rare earth material, EuS, a ferromagnetic semiconductor, has been performed by Cho [12] , a scholar of Slater. He used the APW method (Augmented Plane Wave), meaning that the localized 4f have been treated as plane waves and consequently ended up with a 4f band-width of 0.5 eV. The position of this band within the other p, d and s bands has been taken from experiments [13] [14] . But in reality the 4f 7 state in the Eu chalcogenides and Gd pnictides is only about less than 10 −4 eV [15] wide. This value has been obtained on a Gd doped LaSb single crystal using ESR with 34.7 GHz. Divalent Eu and trivalent Gd have the same ground state 8 S 7/2 . In a magnetic field, the degeneracy of the S state is lifted and ESR oscillations for the seven ∆M = 1 levels of Gd can be observed. Today the Density Functional Theory DFT [16] for materials containing both localized and itinerant electrons using a Self-Interaction Corrected Local-Spin-Density (SIC-LSD) energy functional seems to work better and the electronic structure of the rare earth nitrides within the pnictides and chalcogenides has been calculated. The essential statement is that most rare earth nitrides are semiconductors, which is at variance with the experimental findings on stoichiometric single crystals, which all indicate semimetallic behaviour and metallic electrical conductivity (see below). But in the calculation "the localized 4f's cannot be expressed [16] since the SIC-LSD approach, which after all is a one electron ground state theory, does not give accurate removal energies of localized many electron states due to electron-electron interaction effects and the neglect of screening and relaxation contributions", literal quotation of Ref. 16 . So there are still problems with even modern band structure calculations.
It is thus reasonable to start band structure calculation with a non-rare earth nitride, which serves as a reference material. For this purpose ScN is ideal, better still as LaN.
ScN is a non-4f material, so standard band structure calculations [17] are feasible using the Local Density Approximation LDA [18] . The resulting band structure is shown in Figure 1 . The maximum of the p valence band is a threefold degenerate Γ 15 level and the dt 2g conduction band has three equivalent anisotropic minima at the X point of the Brillouin zone. This band structure, except for the 4f levels, holds for practically all rare earth pnictides and it shows already the problems of the whole field. The p bands at Γ and the d bands at X can have a slight indirect overlap of only meV energy, making the material a self compensated semimetal with equal numbers of electrons and holes, otherwise a small meV indirect gap may result between p and d bands, making the material a low gap semiconductor. The precision of the band structure calculation probably does not reach the meV level, so experiments must decide with their problems of preparing stoichiometric single crystals as described above. Nevertheless the band structure calculation [18] for ScN yields a negative indirect gap for Γ-X of -6 mRy or −80 meV making the material a semimetal in agreement with experimental findings [19] [20].
ScN
ScN single crystals with about 3 mm edge length have been grown with the above method and precautions and have been chemically analyzed to be ScN 0.99 . The lattice constant was 4.502 Å with the rock-salt structure only.
The following measurements have all been made on the same single crystal. The electrical conductivity σ dc = 2.44 × 10 4 (Ωcm) −1 at 300 K with a negative temperature gradient, i.e. metallic. Sclar [7] was the first to measure the electrical resistivity on sintered polycrystalline non-stoichiometric ScN. The 300 K resistivity was higher than our value above due to inter-grain resistance and partial conversion to the insulator oxide [7] . But the temperature coefficient of resistance was positive, i.e. also metallic. The n-type Hall effect of our single crystals yields n = 5. . The mobility µ from σ = e n µ is equal to 260 cm 2 /Vsec. In spite of the fact that the carrier concentration n is with about 1% per ion extremely low, ScN could not be driven into p-conductivity [19] , so the material is not a degenerate semiconductor, but the carrier concentration comes from the intrinsic indirect overlap of the p band at Γ with the dt 2g band at X (see Figure 1 ) [18] , which makes it a semimetal. The surprising high mobility for an ionic (50% ionic character after Pauling) nitride is of course due to the absence of 4f scattering centres. Because of the indirect overlap of p and d band at Γ and X we have a self compensated semimetal with heavy holes and light holes in the p band and electrons in the d band. Because the Hall effect is negative the electrons are dominant. But we must realize that the electrical conductivity, the Hall effect and mobility are average values over all carriers.
Optical properties have been measured by many authors, but usually only in limited spectral ranges. Sclar [7] was the first to measure transmission on thin films of several nitrides and claimed absorption edges and gaps around 2 eV. But his spectral range ended at 0.5 eV, so he missed the plasma edges of the materials in the infrared and claimed the nitrides to be large gap semiconductors. But he probably measured the direct gap inter-band transition p-d at Γ (see Figure 1) as absorption edge and left the reader with the contradiction of metallic resistivity and large gap semiconductors. Dismukes et al. [21] measured the absorption coefficient of ScN between 0.8 and 2.25 eV. He found a free carrier absorption and claimed an inter-band transition at 1.85 eV. Wachter [22] measured the optical reemission on poly-crystalline and non-stoichiometric nitrides and observed absorption minima between the plasma edge and inter-band transitions around 1 eV. This is reasonable for non-stoichiometric powders, since even Harbeke et al. [19] found on nearly stoichiometric ScN films these minima at about 0.5 eV. But else wise also they had a very limited spectral range between only 0.1 and 1 eV [19] .
The situation needed clarification and so we measured the reflectivity of the ScN cleaved or polished single crystal with four spectrometers from 1 meV to 12 eV spectral range at 300 K, more than 4 orders of photon energy [20] . A partial view of the reflectivity is shown in Figure 2 (a) and in the low energy range in Figure  2(b) . The large experimental photon range permitted simple and standard extrapolations towards larger energies and to ω→0, so that a Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation was possible with great precision [20] and all dielectric functions could be displayed. In Figure 3 , we show the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function and we clearly see the free carrier absorption (Drude like) and inter-band transitions. These transitions are found that when grad E (k) of initial and final state of the transition are identical, typically between maxima and minima of the band structure, but not only. Also the same slope may result in a transition. The absorptive part ε 2 shows as lowest energy inter-band transition a peak at 0.8 eV, corresponding to the direct transition p-d at X in Figure 1 . The next peak in ε 2 is at 2.7 eV, corresponding to the direct transition p-d at Γ in Figure 1 . The energy of these transitions is exactly reproduced in Figure 1 , but none of the previous authors claiming to have seen inter-band transitions have these values [7] [19]- [22] . The next peak in ε 2 is at 3.5 eV and corresponds to p-6s at Γ. The next peak in ε 2 at 5.5 eV probably corresponds to a p-d transition between Γ and the d-maximum between Γ and K, the next peak in ε 2 is at 6.2 eV and corresponds to p-d at L. The peak at 7.2 eV corresponds to p-d between Γand K. And finally, the peak in ε 2 at 8 eV corresponds also to p-d at L. In the author's opinion there has never been such a close relationship between band structure calculation [18] and experimental transitions stemming from a KK transformation of optical reflectivity [20] .
In Figure 4 and Figure 5 , we show the imaginary part and the real part of the dielectric function, respectively, in an expanded energy scale in the far infrared. In these figures we can see other important contributions to ε 2 , namely the TO phonons and the Drude term of the free carriers. It produces the sharp plasma minimum in . ε opt could be determined to be 5.2, approximately seen in Figure 3 , but exactly given by ε 1 outside the shown spectral range. In Ref. 20 , a detailed analysis of the effective masses with heavy and light holes in the p band and optical masses of an electron hole pair has been carried through based on calculations from the band structure of Ref. 18 . We do not want to go here into such details, because we want to compare the effective masses in ScN with those of the other rare earth nitrides, where there exists no such detailed band structure calculations because of the 4f states. So we take a simplified analysis using the measured optical carrier concentration [20] n eff = 9.3 × 10 19 and the formula ω po 2 = 4πe 2 n eff /m oeff with m oeff the optical mass of an electron hole pair and find m oeff = 0.13 m e , in good agreement with Ref. 18 where it was also 0.13 m e . Of course we have to take into consideration that this is a mass averaged over all bands.
The last analysis for ScN concerns the phonon modes. In Figure 4 , we show the decomposition of the imaginary part of the dielectric function in the far infrared into a phonon, Drude and inter-band contribution. ω TO at Γ is observed at 45 meV and no different interpretation is possible. In Figure 5 , we show the real part of the dielectric function in the far infrared and with the same decomposition as before we obtain the static and optic di-electric constants. The static DK can be directly taken from the figure and it amounts to ε stat = 60 and ε opt to 5.2 (second zero crossing of ε 1 (outside Figure 5) . So we have been able to measure all experimentally accessible parameters of the ground and excited state of ScN single crystals and compare it with modern band structure calculations. The general agreement is excellent and theory and experiment define this material as an indirect semimetal with weak indirect band overlap of about 80 meV between p at Γ and d at X. The importance of the present analysis lies in the fact that the band structure of most rare earth nitrides will be the same as for ScN, of course the 4f levels have to be introduced which will change the overlap of the p and d bands and thus the carrier concentration/rare earth ion. And, of course, magnetism will enter the picture.
GdN
One of the most interesting rare earth nitrides is GdN. Dozens of different publications have been presented over the years, disagreeing in most respects. The stoichiometry and the type of magnetic order are the main problems. In principle elastic neutron scattering in zero external field should solve the problem, but Gd has one of the largest neutron absorption cross sections and no neutron scattering is possible [6] . Busch et al. [23] [24] claimed polycrystalline and non-stoichiometric GdN as ferromagnetic, Junod et al. [25] , McGuire et al. [26] , Gambino et al. [27] , Li et al. [28] ,Vogt and Mattenberger [4] and Hirayama et al. [4] just as well, while Wachter [22] , Wachter and Kaldis [29] [30] showed that stoichiometric single crystals of GdN are antiferromagnetic for practically zero magnetic field, but become ferromagnetic with enhanced magnetic field [31] . Here the paper by Leuenberger et al. [32] on GdN films deserves special attention. They have a lattice constant of 1.5% larger than the one of Li et al. [28] , which is 4.981 Å, thus 5.055 Å. Nobody had such a large lattice constant, but their preparation method makes it likely that they have surplus nitrogen in interstitials and the films are by their own statement off-stoichiometry. As a consequence they have ferromagnetic GdN, but semiconducting material. Also with the electronic structure there is international disagreement, inasmuch as Wachter and Kaldis [29] could show on stoichiometric single crystals that the material is a semimetal, whereas band structure calculation by Hasegawa and Yanase [33] and the band structure calculation by Petit et al. [16] claim GdN to be a semiconductor.
It is quite clear that the problems arise with the introduction of the 4f 7 state into the compound as compared with ScN. Since the DFT [16] cannot display the localized multi-electron 4f 7 state in the otherwise one electron ground state theory Wachter has already 1978 [34] derived a tight binding scheme for EuS and GdN which shows the 4f 7 state together with the p and d bands in a relative energy arrangement. It is found that in divalent EuS the localized 4f 7 state is about 1.7 eV below the Fermi level E F and above the p bands of sulfur and in trivalent GdN the 4f 7 is about 9 eV below E F and below the p band of nitrogen. Exactly this value is shown when measuring XPS photoemission. X-ray photoemission is especially sensitive and intensive to 4f (or 5f) states and in Figure 6 we display such a measurement [35] . As we showed above [15] [31] the width of the 4f 7 ground state is less than 10 −4 eV, but when an electron is removed from the 4f 7 state by photoemission, the remaining 4f 6 state can be in various excited states of the 7 F J multiplet, which has a width of about 0.6 eV (plus experimental resolution) [35] . In Figure 6 we show an XPS spectrum of GdSb [35] which agrees roughly with the more recent XPS spectrum on GdN of Ref. 32 , which, with respect to the 4f state, has the same arrangement, the 4f 7 sate is 8 -9 eV below E F . This is quite important, because Kasuya et al. [36] stress the importance of p-f mixing for the explanation of the magnetic behavior-but in GdN there is no p-f mixing because the 4f 7 state is much lower than the p band (see Figure 1) , which stretches only to about 4.75 eV below E F . From the theoretical point of view, this is quite clear since the 4f 7 state with its 8 S 7/2 configuration and its half filled 4f shell is the most stable state and thus the lowest in energy of all rare earth pnictides. This, of course, has another consequence: There exists a so called "spectral repulsion term" between f states of the cation and p states of the anion. So the low energy 4f 7 states push up the p states of nitrogen, enhancing thus the indirect p-d overlap compared with ScN, resulting in a larger carrier concentration in GdN compared with ScN. And, of course, there is a p-d hybridization, which in classical words is a certain covalency.
We used single crystals of GdN prepared and grown with methods described above, having an edge length of about 3 mm. These crystals have been chemically analyzed by the micro Kjeldahl method [11] and are found to be exactly stoichiometric (±0.5%). The lattice constant in the rock-salt structure was 4.984 Å. The following measurements have all been made on the same single crystal. The electrical resistivity at 300 K was 4 × 10
Ωcm with a positive temperature gradient, i.e. metallic (see Figure 7) or the electrical conductivity was 2. The quantity n/Gd = 0.06 is the essential number in the whole field. As we have described already above, any excess of Gd in GdN above the stoichiometric ratio will introduce additional carriers and crystals with GdN 0.98 yielding n/Gd = 0.08 have a completely different physical behavior. They are clear cut ferromagnets even for H→0. As elucidated further down, part of the magnetic exchange is a RKKY interaction, which depends on the carrier concentration. For small carrier concentrations, one is in the ferromagnetic lobe, so only the minimal carrier concentration can exhibit antiferromagnetism.
The point is: everyone can produce ferromagnetic GdN with non-stoichiometric samples or high magnetic fields. The art is to reduce the carrier concentration to the lowest possible value with perfect stoichiometry to find antiferromagnetism for H →0 [22] [29] [30] . One can turn the statement around: whoever has ferromagnetic GdN for H→0 has a non-stoichiometric sample.
Measurements without magnetic fields are of great value because the application of a magnetic field will transform the antiferromagnetic GdN into a ferromagnet. We show in Figure 7 the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of GdN and generally find metallic (semimetallic) behavior with a nearly linear decrease of the resistivity (phonons) until about 80 K. Then we observe a kink at about T N = 40 K caused by the onset of antiferromagnetic order. This curve is very similar to the one of GdP [34] [37] where there is no doubt about the type of magnetic order and which has a T N of about 16 K. When we apply a magnetic field of 1 T to our GdN crystal ( Figure 7 ) the resistivity starts to increase below about 70 K due to the onset of ferromagnetism and for low temperatures a sort of saturation is observed. The different behavior without and with magnetic field is a clear indication that we change the type of magnetic order in GdN, from antiferromagnetism at T N = 40 K to ferromagnetism with a T c near 70 K.
Since with a magnetic field of more than 3 kOe GdN becomes ferromagnetic below about 70 K we expect an exchange splitting of the nearly empty 5d band into spin polarized sub-bands. The carrier concentration in these sub-bands is now about a factor two less, even when the indirect p-d overlap gets somewhat enhanced. As a consequence the resistivity in the ferromagnetic state is higher than in the antiferromagnetic state and exhibits something like a ferromagnetic saturation at low temperatures.
Another field free measurement on GdN is the specific heat [38] [39], already from 1966 and 1969, which agree amongst each other on ferromagnetic polycrystalline samples, showing a T c of 67.4 K. A more recent (1994) measurement by Li et al. [28] on claimed stoichiometric (but only phase pure) ferromagnetic GdN yields a T c of 58 K, but states "there is (so far) no information about the magnetic transition of GdN from specific heat measurements" [sic], On the other hand their specific heat shows two transitions, one at 20 K and one at 58 K. They have obviously an inhomogeneous pressed powder sample with a nearly stoichiometric part and a nonstoichiometric part, but they write the sample "is not very pure".
Another field free measurement is the optical reflectivity of GdN single crystals [40] . The reflectivity is shown in Figure 8 between 30 meV and 13 eV and a KK analysis yields e.g. the real part of the optical conductivity σ 1 , i.e. the absorptive part ( Figure 9 ) [40] . We have a relation of σ 1 (ω) = ωε 2 (ω)/4π.
The dominant feature is again the minimum due to the plasma resonance of the free carriers. It is obvious again that the material is metallic (semimetal). Regarding inter-band transitions we have now p-d transitions just like in ScN but also f-d transitions from the 4f 7 state to empty states above E F . There are at least double as many optical transitions than in ScN, so we will refrain from an assignment. Since f-d transitions have a much higher oscillator strength than p-d transitions, the maximum in the optical conductivity must correspond to this transition. This is between 9 and 10 eV and it corresponds exactly to the XPS photoemission measurement of Figure  6 where we find the 4f 7 state about 9 eV below E F . The plasma resonance ω po 2 = 4πe 2 n eff /m oeff with m oeff the optical effective mass of the carriers at E F and n oeff the optical carrier concentration. n oeff taken from the Hall effect is n = 1.9 × 10 21 cm −3 and we can compute the optical effective mass m oeff = 0.8 m e . This is appreciably larger than the m oeff = 0.13 m e of ScN and is due to a certain virtual f admixture to the 5d band at X.
We will describe now a new effect on GdN, namely a temperature shift of the plasma edge. Measured with a different single crystal than above and with a different optical apparatus, we show in Figure 10 the reflectivity near the plasma minimum in function of temperature. We observe a blue shift with decreasing temperature. When we cut the curves at 30% reflectivity, we can observe the shift of the plasma edge with temperature, which is displayed in Figure 11 . We look at first at the field free curve and see that the blue shift with decreasing temperature saturates at low temperatures. No anomaly with any type of magnetic order is observed. Since the plasma frequency ω po depends only on the carrier concentration n oeff or n (see above), it must be this quantity which changes. In first approximation, we assume that the number of free carriers remains constant, but the vo- lume of the crystal is reducing with temperature, (temperature contraction), which means that the carrier concentration enhances with a blue shift of the reflectivity. If this is the case we expect a saturation at low temperatures, as observed. When we apply a magnetic field of 1.2 T, we observe a "red shift" of the curve below about 70 K and this has certainly to do with the now ferromagnetic sample. This is very much reminiscent of the discovery of the "red shift" of the absorption edge of ferromagnetic semiconductors 1964 [13] [14] [41] , which is due to an exchange splitting of the 5d conduction band upon ferromagnetism. Below 70 K, it can now only be the carrier concentration, which becomes reduced. But just as for the ferromagnetic semiconductors [13] [14] [41] also in ferromagnetic GdN with a nearly empty 5d conduction band, the band will exhibit an exchange splitting. In a first idea one may think that the indirect overlap of p and d band gets enhanced, but we have to consider that the exchange split 5d band now consists of spin polarized sub-bands where each state in the band can now only be occupied by one electron instead of the two in the spin degenerate d band. Since this is a reduction of the carrier concentration by a factor two, the small enhancement of the few percents carriers due to an enhanced p-d overlap is negligible. This experiment is then in complete agreement with the above described resistivity measurement with and without magnetic field in Figure 7 : in a magnetic field the resistivity increases below about 70 K due to the exchange splitting of the 5d band.
It is quite satisfying, that in the scientific life of the author a second time a "red shift" due to an exchange splitting of a ferromagnetic material has been discovered. But it is also evident that in the field free case no such exchange splitting is observed, so the questioned magnetic order at about 40 K must be antiferromagnetism [22] [29] [30] .
We are now coming to direct magnetic measurements on GdN, such as have been reported everywhere [37] , (only a selection of authors). As we mentioned several times, the stoichiometry is the essential parameter. This can be seen in Figure 12 where already 1972 [22] the magnetism of GdN has been investigated with several preparation modes. The hydride and amalgam preparation (described in the introduction) yields polycrystalline, generally non-stoichiometric samples. In fields of 13 kOe they look ferromagnetic with saturation moments of 7 µ B . But the magnetism is defined for H→0 and we observe a clear-cut ferromagnetic behavior in the initial susceptibility at 10 Oe with a T c near 70 K. In contrast, the re-re-ground and re-re nitrified sublimed small single crystals (1/10 mm), found to be stoichiometric by the micro Kjeldahl method (see above) show for reduced magnetic fields a maximum in the magnetization and in the initial susceptibility of 10 Oe a sharp kink at 20 K as typical for an antiferromagnet with zero magnetization for zero temperature and near zero field. We realize that within the precision of the Kjeldahl method (±0.5%) we find for stoichiometric material always antiferromagnetism for GdN, but still a variation of the Néel temperature between 20 and 40 K [22] [29] [31]. Here we have to criticize again the paper by Li et al. [28] , who erroneously claimed that the specific heat has not been measured before them and who have an inhomogeneous sample with 2 transition temperatures of 20 and 58 K. The former agrees perfectly with the one reported by us [22] and the second is at variance with former measurements of the specific heat of 67.4 K [38] [39] , which however, are in agreement with our ferromagnetic transition temperature of about 70 K (see Figure 12) . We are left with the problem that within the precision of the Kjeldahl method of ±0.5% stoichiometric small single crystals are antiferromagnetic with a T N of 20 K [22] and stoichiometric large single crystals are antiferromagnets with a T N of 40 K [29] [31] . That means, minute changes in stoichiometry can change the transition temperatures and also the type of magnetic order. In any case the paramagnetic Curie temperature θ p is 79.14 K when measured in a field of 13 kOe.
In Figure 13(a) we show a very modern measurement of the real susceptibility [42] (not initial susceptibility) of GdN stoichiometric single crystals in a very sensitive SQUID cryostat in an applied field of only 10 Oe. The signature is again strictly antiferromagnetism with a T N of 33.3 K. In Figure 13(b) , the reciprocal susceptibility is shown. (The single crystals had to be cleaved to a minute size, because the SQUID was so sensitive. As a consequence the crystals could not be aligned with their crystal axis [100] parallel with the magnetic field).
In Figure 14 , we show the magnetization of GdN and GdN 1-x O x , this because oxygen is the most probable contaminator in handling GdN in air. GdN exhibits for small fields a reduced slope than would correspond to a ferromagnetic GdN. Again this is typical for an antiferromagnet, which becomes ferromagnetic in fields of more than about 3 kOe. The correct description of stoichiometric GdN is thus metamagnetism [29] [31] .
We are coming now to the theoretical exchange interactions in GdN. Gd with its ground state configuration 8 S 7/2 of the 4f 7 electrons is especially simple because the S state without orbital momentum has no crystal field levels and the rock-salt structure is also crystallographically extreme simple. Since we have shown that the magnetic structure for stoichiometric GdN is antiferromagnetism for H→0, the paramagnetic Curie temperature θ p should be negative or near zero. But the Curie-Weiss law has only been measured in large magnetic fields around 10 kOe, where the material is ferromagnetic, thus θ p = 79, 14 K. Thus in Figure 13 (b), we show 1/χ in only 10 Oe applied field, but the paramagnetic Curie temperature is still not negative, but about 40 K, very different from the standard 79 K as claimed up till today [42] . Because of this problem we cannot use the standard In addition, we have a RKKY contribution due to the free carriers in the conduction band k B ∆T c = (n/Gd) (2 Σ n J n (r-R n ) 〈s•S n 〉 with s the spin of the electron and S n the ion spin. Goodenough [43] proposed for an insulating magnetic material for the ferromagnetic exchange J 1 a cationcation super-exchange with virtual transfer of a 4f electron to the 5dt 2g excited state of a neighbor cation. The coupling gives in third order perturbation of the energy J 1 = t 2 J fd /2S 2 U 2 (f-dt 2g ), U(f-dt 2g ) being the energy difference 4f 7 -5dt 2g band and J fd is the intra-atomic exchange constant, which has been estimated from atomic data to be about 0.1 eV [36] . t is the transfer integral, estimated to be about 0.15 eV [36] . If we use for U (f-dt 2g ) the measured value from the optical absorption (Figure 9) or the XPS value from Figure 6 (f-centre 5dt 2g ) of 10 eV, then we obtain for the ferromagnetic contribution J 1 = 0.07 K, an unusual small value, which is due to the large U(f-dt 2g ). For the antiferromagnetic exchange J 2 Kasuya and Yanase [36] propose an indirect super-exchange involving the antibonding de g orbitals of the cation and the p orbitals of the anion. They propose J 2 = −(1/2)β Figure 13(b) ), but this still corresponds to an insulating material.
But theoretically this is a clear cut antiferromagnet with such a large J 2 and such a small J 1 . If GdN is thought to be a ferromagnet, then this can only be caused by the RKKY interaction, which for low carrier concentration is ferromagnetic.
To exploit the effect of the carrier concentration on the magnetism due to the RKKY interaction we should measure mixtures between GdN (6% carriers) and GdO (100% carriers), but GdO does not exist. Instead we have measured in the system GdP-GdS (both unquestioned antiferromagnets) the effect of carrier concentration on θ p (because in GdP even a magnetic field of 1 T cannot make the material a ferromagnet) [34] [44] . This is shown in Figure 15 and it is clearly seen, that up to about n/Gd of 20% the RKKY interaction is positive, i.e. ferromagnetic. The maximal contribution is at about 15%. Thus it is evident, that only the lowest carrier concentration can make GdN antiferromagnetic. With our n/Gd = 0.0 6 we probably have gotten the intrinsic value of carriers due to the p-d indirect band overlap (see Figure 1) . Since GdN has the smallest lattice constant of all Gd pnictides, the term n/Gd Σ n J n (r − R n ) is largest, e.g. for equal carrier concentration in GdP and GdN a certain radius r of an electron orbit includes in GdN more ion spins S n than in GdP. Therefore GdN is more sensitive to the ferromagnetic contribution of the RKKY interaction than in GdP. In fact with n/Gd = 0.08 GdN is already ferromagnetic. On the other hand extrapolating the carrier concentration in Figure 16 to zero (dashed line) we obtain for the now insulating material a clear negative θ p , showing that the super-exchange mechanisms alone are antiferromagnetically. Since for all other rare earth nitrides, the energy difference U (f-dt 2g ) is less than in GdN one may speculate that some compounds may be ferromagnetic already due to the exchange contributions. But this is not the case, since in all other rare earth nitrides the ground state is crystal field split.
Thus in conclusion of the GdN chapter we can state that stoichiometric GdN for temperatures near zero and magnetic fields towards zero (10 Oe) is an antiferromagnet, but becomes ferromagnetic above magnetic fields of about 3 kOe. The correct term is metamagnetism. The electrical behavior is metallic (semimetallic).
A recent article on GdN single crystals collects all the above arguments [31] .
TbN
Same problem, same solution! Namely, stoichiometric large single crystals. TbN is reported as ferromagnetic by Child et al. [6] with a T c of 42 K. Stutius [39] reports it also as ferromagnetic with a T c of 33.7 from specific heat measurements (but this kind of measurement cannot distinguish between ferro-and antiferromagnetism). Vogt and Mattenberger [4] use both values, but stay with ferromagnetism, and Vogt and Mattenberger [3] claim TbN "mostly" ferromagnetic and report some peculiarities in the neutron scattering [6] . Lately Hirayama et al. [5] claim TbN also as a ferromagnet. With the exception of Child et al. [6] , who report about nitrides with 95% nitrogen, nobody has checked the stoichiometry of their material, an X-ray purity is not enough to state stoichiometry, but see above.
To make the final conclusion already here: TbN is an antiferromagnet with a T N of 31 K when produced stoichiometrically and been checked with the micro Kjeldahl method [11] .
We used single crystals of TbN [45] prepared and grown with methods described above, having an edge length of about 3 mm. These crystals have been chemically analyzed by the micro Kjeldahl method [11] and are found to be exactly stoichiometric (±0.5%). The lattice constant in the rock-salt structure was 4.933 Å. The following measurements have all been made on the same single crystal. The electrical resistivity at 300 K was 1.1 × 10 −4 Ωcm with a positive temperature gradient, i.e. metallic (see Figure 16 ) or the electrical conductivity was 9. This results in n/Tb of 0.03. The mobility from σ = enµ yields µ = 57 cm 2 /Vsec. This is again less than the µ = 260 cm 2 /Vsec in ScN and is due to the scattering of charge carriers on spin fluctuations in TbN. In Figure 16 , the resistivity is measured down to 4.2 K in zero external field or with 2 T. The field free curve exhibits a sharp peak at 31 K, which is strongly reduced in an applied magnetic field. This implies that an induced ferromagnetic order develops [45] . In this sense TbN is like GdN. The inset of Figure 16 shows the initial susceptibility with 10 Oe and it points clearly to antiferromagnetic behavior with T N = 31 K. The measurement of the specific heat of TbN is with 33 K not so far away [39] , but what shall we do with a T c of 42 K [6] from neutron scattering? All non-stoichiometry? Nevertheless, Junod et al. [25] could reach on non-stoichiometric powder of TbN in a large magnetic field the saturation magnetization of 9.3 µ B , whereas the theoretical value of gJ is 9 µ B .
In Figure 17(a) , we show the optical reflectivity between 3 meV and 10 eV on cleaved single crystals. On first sight the plasma edge is overwhelming and confirms the metallic behavior, which was stated already before. The plasma energy ω po = 0.9 eV. The plasma edge exhibits a blue shift upon cooling to 10 K of the same size as observed in GdN (Figure 10) . We use the same explanation: the plasma edge depends only on the effective optical carrier concentration n eff . We assume, as with GdN, that the number of carriers stays constant upon cooling, but a constriction occurs, so that the carrier concentration and thus ω po increases, causing a blue shift of the plasma edge. As with GdN nothing occurs at the onset of magnetic order at 31 K, so it is again evidence for an antiferromagnet. A magnetic field has not been applied. From an analysis of the plasma edge ω po 2 = 4πe 2 n eff /m oeff (with n eff = n), we obtain the optical effective mass m oeff = 1.7 m e .
For the electronic structure of TbN we take at first a look at Figure 18 , which displays a sketch of a density of states diagram (after [46] ). We observe that the half filled 4f 7 state is with about 7 eV not so far down as with 9 eV in GdSb ( Figure 6 ). As we argued before in Gd compounds the 4f 7 is the most stable 4f configuration. But Tb 3+ has 8 4f electrons, so the 8 th electron enters the 4f shell with spin down and about 4 eV above the 4f 7 state or about 3 eV below E F . Thus the highest 4f state mixes much stronger into the p band and into the conduction band, which is the cause of the enhanced effective mass of 1.7 m e , compared with 0.9 m e in GdN.
A KK analysis reveals peaks in the absorptive part of the optical conductivity in Figure 17 (b) at 3 and 7 eV and represents interband transitions from 4f 7 and 4f 8 to E F and corresponds exactly with Figure 18 . These 2 transition energies match exactly those obtained with XPS on Tb metal [35] . Thus in conclusion of the TbN chapter, we can state that stoichiometric TbN for temperatures near zero and magnetic fields towards zero (10 Oe) is an antiferromagnet, but becomes ferromagnetic above magnetic fields of about 3 kOe. The correct term is metamagnetism. The electrical behavior is metallic (semimetallic).
HoN
With stoichiometric single crystals of HoN we want to demonstrate another aspect of the rare earth nitrides, namely the magnetization in the various relevant crystallographic directions. HoN (and HoP) were standard materials for neutron scattering in early times [6] and different spin orientations in 7 consecutive crystal planes have been discussed. Nevertheless, HoN was stated as ferrimagnetic [3] We have discussed already the three exchange mechanisms for GdN (see above), which hold for all rare earth pnictides: the next neighbor ferromagnetic super-exchange J 1 and the next nearest neighbor antiferromagnetic super-exchange J 2 . For all rare earth nitrides, these 2 exchange mechanism result in antiferromagnetism. Only the third RKKY interaction can, depending on the carrier concentration, yield additional ferromagnetic exchange for low carrier concentration (Figure 15) or antiferromagnetic exchange for large carrier concentration. As discussed before only stoichiometric compounds have the minimum-the intrinsic-carrier concentration due to p-d indirect band overlap. Generally, one is in the ferromagnetic lobe of the RKKY interaction with carrier concentrations in the percent range.
We show in Figure 18 the schematic electronic structure of HoN with 7 spins up and 3 spins down, yielding a ground state of 5 I 8 . The lattice constant in the rock-salt structure is 4.873Å [10] In Figure 19 we show the optical reflectivity of HoN single crystals [40] between 0.030 and 12 eV. The sharp plasma edge of the charge carriers is clearly visible indicating again the metallic nature of HoN. A KK analysis could be made and the absorptive part of the optical conductivity is shown in Figure 20 . At about 3 and 8 -10 eV, we observe the 4f-E F transitions, which agree with XPS data of Ref. 35 on Ho metal. An analysis of the plasma edge yields ω po = 1.5 eV and 5% charge carriers/Ho ion. The effective mass can be calculated from ω po and n = 1.6 × 10 21 cm −3 to be m oeff ≈ 1 m e .
Child et al. [6] find for HoN ferrimagnetism with T c = 18 K, The specific heat reveals 13 K [39] , the same has Vogt and Mattenberger [4] , who also report a θ p of 12 K. We show in (this is even with the same apparatus!). How can it be that standard type of measurements like magnetization, neutron scattering and specific heat which have differences up to a factor 2? It's the stoichiometry, stupid! In Figure 22 , we show the magnetization of HoN of unknown stoichiometry up to fields of 40 T or 400 kOe. The different symbols represent data from different machines [47] . Everyone would agree that this sample is ferromagnetic, showing the theoretical saturation with gJ = 10 µ B . However, we know already from the neutron scattering of Child et al. [6] that there is considerable anisotropy and the easy direction is 〈100〉. Thus in the powder sample the individual grains orient along the magnetic field. If one uses single crystals this is not the case. This is a general problem of all magnetic measurements in large magnetic fields and on polycrystalline samples. In Figure 23 , we show the magnetization of stoichiometric single crystals in the relevant crystallographic directions. In no direction, we achieve the full magnetic saturation of 10 µ B until 100 kOe or 10 T field. But we al- so do not obtain the theoretical ratios of 1, 1/ 2 , 1/ 3 for the 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 directions [3] . Crystal field excitations may be the cause of the problems. In an octahedral field the 5 I 8 ground state is split into 17 crystal field levels, a doublet Γ 2 , a triplet Γ 4 , a singlet Γ 1 , a triplet Γ 4 , a triplet Γ 5 , a doublet Γ 3 , and a triplet Γ 5 . The overall splitting is ∆ = 550 K [39] . In any case, the neutron diffraction on HoN non-stoichiometric polycrystals reported by Child et al. [6] might not be the same on stoichiometric single crystals. But it is clear from our magnetization measurements that there exists a spontaneous moment in HoN, so there is no antiferromagnetism, but also no ferromagnetism. The term ferrimagnetism is unfortunate, we think it would be better metamagnetism, since in a very strong magnetic field eventually all magnetic moments can be aligned to gJ =10 µ B .
YbN
We used single crystals of YbN prepared and grown with methods described above, having an edge length of about 3 mm. These crystals have been chemically analyzed by the micro Kjeldahl method [11] and are found to be exactly stoichiometric (±0.5%). The lattice constant in the rock-salt structure was 4.781 Å. The following measurements have all been made on the same single crystal. The electrical resistivity at 300 K was 8 × 10 −5 Ωcm with a positive temperature gradient [48] , i.e. metallic or the electrical conductivity was 1. . There is not much difference with reducing the temperature, especially the shift of the plasma edge as observed in GdN and TbN is practically not visible since the plasma edge is so far in the infrared due to only a minute carrier concentration. But whereas YbN has only one significant peak in the infrared due to the TO phonons, the non-stoichiometric crystal has 2 peaks. In Figure 25 , we show the imaginary (absorptive) part of the dielectric function as obtained from a KK analy- sis. The inset shows the real part of the dielectric function near its zero crossing. Again the off-stoichiometric crystal has 2 peaks, the stoichiometric one only one peak due to TO phonons. From an analysis of the plasma edge, we can obtain the effective mass m oeff . Since there is no detailed band structure calculation of YbN as in ScN, we cannot make an effective mass analysis with heavy and light holes and electrons, thus we turn to an analogy, by comparing the plasma energies ω po of ScN . We discuss in a moment why the effective mass is so large compared with the other nitrides, but when it is so large this means that the bottom of the 5d conduction band is much flatter than usual. This has as consequence that the indirect overlap of the p band at Γ and the d band at X is much reduced, resulting in an extremely small carrier concentration of only 0.013/Yb ion (see above).
In Figure 26 , we show an XPS and BIS (Bremsstrahlen Isochromat Spectroscopy BIS), on YbP [50] (because none is available on YbN, but with respect to the 4f states it is the same) where the latter measures the empty states above E F . We realize the final state spectra of the original 4f 13 state below E F and the empty 4f 14 state little above E F . Because of the hybridization of the 4f 14 with the 5d band above E F there is a large 4f admixture to the 5d band, which causes a flat bottom of the 5d band and thus a reduced p-d indirect overlap. This on the one hand causes a large effective mass and on the other hand a low carrier concentration.
Since XPS and BIS have a low spectral resolution (about 1 eV) we refer to optical spectra in Figure 24 and Figure 25 . For stoichiometric YbN, we find a peak at 0.2 eV, missing in non-stoichiometric YbN. This is indeed the transition from E F into the empty 4f 14 state. On the other hand, the non-stoichiometric YbN has a plasma resonance ω po = 0.5 eV, much larger than the stoichiometric YbN with 0.2 eV. It has thus much more free carriers and the Fermi level is much higher in the 5d band, even filling somewhat the 4f 14 state, especially at room temperature. We thus obtain a low level of intermediate valence with 4f 13 -4f 14 5d mixing. We can now even observe an optical transition at low temperatures in the far infrared with 0.017 eV between the hybridization split 4f 14 state. However, we want to stress that stoichiometric YbN is not intermediate valent, because the 4f 14 state is not occupied [49] . There is, however the possibility that some Yb 3+ ions in YbN are present as Yb 2+ ions in YbN, and then this could be a reason that the carrier concentration is so low. Then the so far described empty 4f 14 level in stoichiometric YbN could even be occupied to a low level with electrons even at low temperature and the material would be intermediate valent from the beginning. This, however, will not be the case as a special measurement [51] of the elastic constants will show.
We show then in Figure 27 an energy level diagram, where the hybridized 4f 13 with the p valence band (p-f mixing) with its hybridization gap is seen and the 4f 14 -5d hybridization with its hybridization gap for stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric YbN. We are coming now to the magnetic measurements and show in Figure 28 the inverse susceptibility of YbN in an applied field of 10 kOe. One obtains a θ p = −93.5 K in contrast to -11.6 K in Ref. 4 and authors quoted therein. A small dip is observed at about 3 -4 K in the inverse susceptibility, resulting in a peak in the susceptibility and pointing to an antiferromagnetic order, even in an applied field of 10 kOe. This phenomenon is completely absent in the non-stoichiometric inverse susceptibility of YbN in Ref. 52 . The initial susceptibility of stoichiometric YbN in 10 Oe has also a peak at about 5 K, but does not drop to zero at lower temperatures. The specific heat on non-stoichiometric YbN [39] has also a peak at about 3.8 K (but may be a Schottky anomaly) and neutron scattering confirmed antiferromagnetic order AF III [4] . The slope of the inverse susceptibility is with 4.44 µ B only 2% different from the theoretical value 4.54 µ B . The 2 F 7/2 ground state is split by the octahedral crystal field into a lower lying Γ 6 doublet, a Γ 8 quartet and a Γ 7 doublet with an overall splitting of 890 K, in good agreement with specific heat data of Ref. 39 . Thus there is complete agreement within the magnetic, specific heat and neutron scattering that stoichiometric YbN is a classical antiferromagnet. On an undefined polycrystalline sample of YbN a heavy fermion characteristic has been proposed [52] , but we have shown that this characteristic is typical for non-stoichiometric samples, where the large carrier concentration fills up partially the usually empty 4f 14 state, whereas stoichiometric single crystals are definitely non heavy fermion. However, all other Yb pnictides, especially also non-stoichiometric YbN, with their large free carrier contribution, fill somewhat the 4f 14 or one hole state (see Figure 27 ) and result in some intermediate valence [48] [49] or dense Kondo effect. This usually has also an effect in the electrical resistivity, but the one of stoichiometric YbN is a very smooth curve, in contrast to YbP and YbAs [48] . However, all Yb pnictides show antiferromagnetic order [3] [4], although in YbP 0.41 K [48] is observed, in contrast to 0.7 K in Ref. 52 .
Because of the controversy between the physical properties of different stoichiometric YbN samples we have performed a critical experiment being able to distinguish between both possibilities [51] . This is the surface acoustic wave SAW in a Brillouin scattering experiment. son ratio (meaning also a negative C 12 ) is a clear indication of intermediate valence or heavy fermion behavior [53] , which, however, is not the case. On YbP there is a NMR measurement claiming heavy electron behavior [54] , but it is again the same problem of non stoichiometry as always. Excess electrons partially fill the empty 4f 14 state little above E F as in Figure 26 and thus provoke the heavy fermion behavior. Stoichiometric YbP has a positive C 12 and thus is non-heavy fermion [51] .
In a last effort we come to the phonon properties of YbN. The far infrared spectra and their KK analysis yield the TO phonons at Γ at 34 meV. As usual, the plasmon and the LO phonon couple to form a plasmaron, where the resonance is when ε 1 gets zero (Figure 25, inset) . The decoupled ω LO = 62 meV. Both phonon frequencies are appreciable softened compared with ScN: ω TO = 45 meV and ω LO = 155 meV. This is because of the larger mass in YbN than in ScN.
CeN
In continuation with this last chapter of interesting rare earth nitrides we will discuss CeN stoichiometric single crystals. Already by looking at the crystals one observes a difference to all other nitrides: CeN has an orange to golden color, in contrast to all other nitrides, which are black. It has been realized already 1963 [55] and 1969 [25] [56] by comparing the lattice constants of all rare earth nitrides, that CeN drops out of the regularity of the lanthanide contraction with a much smaller lattice constant than the neighboring PrN and LaN. In fact Kaldis et al. [57] investigated the phase relationship within the Ce-N system and found for stoichiometric CeN a lattice constant of 5,018 Å. Already 1969 [25] [55] it was realized that CeN was a mixture of tetravalent and trivalent CeN and Baer and Zürcher [58] interpolated between a hypothetical trivalent CeN and a tetravalent CeN a mixed valence of 3.46 at room temperature. But it was also clear by measuring the lattice constant up to 1000 K that the valence of CeN increased abruptly above 600 K with a concomitant increase of the trivalent Ce 3+ [56] . It is thus clear that CeN is a mixed valence compound or in its quantummechanical description an intermediate valence compound. But is it also a heavy fermion compound, which means that the Fermi energy lies in a high density of f-states at E F ? It has already been stated [53] that every heavy fermion is also intermediate valent, but not every intermediate valent compound is a heavy fermion, example SmB 6 , where E F lies in a hybridization gap. The difference depends on the number of f electrons, odd or even. Ce 3+ has one 4f electron and is odd, Sm 2+ B 6 has 6 4f electrons and is even, but as well CeN as SmB 6 are intermediate valent.
A beautiful experiment has been performed by Baer and Zürcher [58] , namely core level XPS on our CeN single crystals and on Ce metal. Because tetravalent Ce has no more f electrons one must resort to the influence of f occupation on the inner 4d electron shells (Figure 29) . In the upper part is the spectrum of CeN and in the lower part the spectrum of metallic Ce at room temperature (b) or at 77 K (a), where it is known that Ce transforms to the α phase with a certain fraction of tetravalent Ce. Two new peaks appear, which are also present in CeN. It is thus clear that also CeN is intermediate valent. The XPS spectrum of the valence band [58] [59] (Figure 30) of CeN crystals and films shows a sharp peak at the Fermi level. This is the partially filled 4f band hybridized with the 5d band. This structure in reality is much narrower than shown in Figure 30 because of the low resolution of XPS measurements. In fact, a UPS measurement reveals this 4f-5d peak at E F much sharper [60] . In this narrow f band at E F we then expect a large density of states and electrons with heavy masses.
When the density of electrons at E F is so large as claimed we also expect a large temperature independent Pauli susceptibility. This is indeed the case and is shown in Figure 31 , one of the most beautiful examples of . Now the susceptibility of unknown-stoichiometric CeN has been measured already 1963 [55] , and a temperature independent susceptibility has been found with χ = 433 × 10 −6 emu/mole. In 1969 [56] , no evidence of a temperature independent susceptibility has been observed but paramagnetism with a much smaller susceptibility than expected for a purely trivalent Ce
3+
. The authors have measured only down to 7 K whereas our measurements extend until 2 K. But they suggest that the strong increase of the susceptibility below about 100 K would be due to magnetic impurities, because a similar increase in the susceptibility has been observed for LaN and LuN, where no intrinsic magnetic ions are present. If so, our increase of the susceptibility commences only below about 20 K and suggests a much smaller content of a magnetic impurity. After all we used stoichiometric single crystals. Ce excess in CeN would lead to such a paramagnetic impurity [56] . When we plot 1/χ in Figure 32 we see that the paramagnetic susceptibility below about 20 K extrapolates exactly towards 0 K, as would be expected for a magnetic rare earth impurity.
The value of our Pauli susceptibility of CeN extrapolated to T→0 is 700 × 10 −6 emu/mole, appreciably more than in Ref. 55 The band structure is similar for most rare earth pnictides. It will be on the one hand like ScN [18] with an indirect overlap of the p band at Γ with the d band at X resulting in charge carriers with more or less normal effective masses. CeN has on the other hand also a fractionally filled f band at E F with heavy f electrons and a hybridization of f and d electrons. Here we have to come back to Figure 30 , where not only the XPS results on occupied electronic states are shown, but in BIS (Bremsstrahlen Isochromat Spectroscopy) also the empty electronic states or bands [59] . The measurements are on CeN films of unknown stoichiometry and lattice constant [59] . [59] , there seems to be no p-d overlap, but an XPS measurement is not very sensitive to p and d electrons, mostly sensitive to f electrons. If we do not shift the question to a lack of stoichiometry we are left with a problem.
In recent years, there are many band structure calculations on rare earth nitrides, in fact on CeN in Ref. [63] , on all nitrides in Ref. [64] , in Ref. [65] on CeN, in Ref. [66] on CeN (and another Ce compound) and in Ref. [67] on Ce pnictides and in Ref. [16] on all rare earth pnictides. However, band structure calculations of whatever type all suffer from the same drawback that in rare earths and their compounds localized 4f states still are narrow bands. E.g. in GdN the band structure is exactly as described above, with the indirect overlap of p (Γ) with d(X), with the 4f 7 localized level 9 eV below E F [31] , but band structure calculations seem to find a small gap [64] , [16] between the maximum of the p band at Γ and the minimum of the d band at X, making the material a semiconductor. This is in contrast to experimental findings on stoichiometric GdN single crystals, which always were and are metals (semimetals [31] ). Also the claim that GdN is ferromagnetic is just as incorrect [31] , it is antiferromagnetic in very small fields. There exists no ferromagnetic rare earth pnictide in stoichiometric single crystals! In fact localized 4f levels have a width less than 10 −4 eV, [31] , beyond the limits of band structure calculations.
However, in CeN there seems to be a way out. When 4f levels are found at the Fermi level as in Figure 30 , then, by definition the 4f form narrow bands. As such they are taking part in the bonding of the crystal and the additional binding energy reduces the lattice constant. So the transition localized-delocalized is concomitant with a lattice reduction. This puts a question mark in the calculation of the degree of mixed valence in CeN derived from the lattice constant alone, comparing the radius of Ce 3+ localized 4f with empty 4f in tetravalent Ce, offering a value of the valence of 3.45. Part of the reduced lattice constant is due to the bonding of 4f in CeN.
On the other hand, having a real 4f band at the Fermi level as in CeN makes band structure calculation much more credible and in fact all calculations agree even in detail with each other [16] , [63] - [67] . But in this compound the p-d band structure is different from the standard ScN like plus localized 4f. The maximum of the p band is shifted to X and the minimum of the d band remains at X, so there is a direct overlap p-d at X making the material a metal (not semimetal) (see Figure 33 ) [64] . This is in contrast to Figure 30 [59] where no p-d overlap is postulated. But it permits exactly a large free carrier concentration, which then is manifest in a high plasma resonance of 3.8 eV (see below). But we not only have a p-d overlap, evidenced in covalency, but also a f-d hybridization and a fractional occupation of the f band, permitting intermediate valence, as postulated since early times. But we also recall that BIS measures as final state the 4f n+1 state, for CeN the 4f 2 level. The band structure calculation [64] shows the position of the empty 4f bands around 1 eV and the band with mixed d and f [59] .
This f-d hybridization should also lead to a hybridization gap within the fractionally occupied 4f state as we have seen in YbN [49] but also in PuTe [53] , [61] , UPt 3 [53] , [68] 6 and CeAl 3 behave this way. But there is a lengthy discussion if one should consider the heavy fermions as due to the Kondo effect or a Kondo lattice. The conclusion is that it is "kondoesque" without commenting that a Kondo lattice with its f-d hybridization necessarily has a hybridization gap and the important point is the position of the Fermi level, in the gap or in the adjoining density of states peaks [53] . We show in Figure 34 the two densities of states peaks around E F for CeCu 6 as derived from a far infrared optical reflectivity, permitting optical transitions between the two peaks [70] .
It is now clear that we have to measure the specific heat of our stoichiometric single crystals of CeN. We used a 3 He cryostat permitting temperatures down to 0.3 K and show in Figure 35 c p versus T below 2 K. In the magnetic field free case the specific heat is linear, extrapolating to c p = 0 for T = 0. There is a small peak at about 0.62 K, which has not the signature of a magnetic ordering. Magnetic fields up to 15 kOe do not enhance the peak or smear it out, but the linear part of the specific heat is enhanced due to the magnetic induced partial spin order and the corresponding magnetic energy.
All 8 heavy fermions discussed in the review article of Stewart [62] have such peaks at various low temperatures, besides peaks due to superconductivity or magnetic ordering. No explanation is offered in that article, but the essence of f-d hybridization is not understood: namely the two peak structure in the density of states near E F with a hybridization gap in between as exemplified in Figure 34 for CeCu 6 [70] . This now is a classical two level system, which results in the specific heat in a Schottky anomaly at various temperatures, depending on the material and the degree of intermediate valence. Do not forget, that each heavy fermion is also intermediate valent, but not every intermediate valent material is a heavy fermion (example SmB 6 , PuTe, YbN) [53] .
A plot c p /T against T [39] and Θ = 355 K for PrN [39] . We observe that CeN does not fit in between, but has a Θ near 440 K like LuN [39] . [73] . However, this model is no longer adequate and one has to use the Kondo or Anderson lattice case. This model treats the hybridization more correctly and exhibits a two peak structure with a hybridization gap in between. This is experimentally shown e.g. in Figure 34 for CeCu 6 , where optical transitions are possible between the two peaks [53] [70] . In Figure 37 , we show a density of states plot of the single impurity Kondo case (left) and the Kondo lattice case (right) [74] . But in Ref. 60 theory predicts the γ value of the specific heat for T→0 to 170 mJ/molK 2 , whereas the experiment (see Figure 36 In an optical reflectivity measurement, we will observe at room temperature a plasma resonance in the near infrared due to p-d electrons with normal masses corresponding to some percents of charge carriers and at low temperatures an additional plasma resonance due to the heavy electrons in the far infrared. Such measurements have been performed by Marabelli et al. [68] on UPt 3 and Marabelli and Wachter [69] [70] on CeCu 6 and Awasthi et al. [72] on CeAl 3 and are collected in Ref. 53 . These far infrared reflectivity measurements at low temperatures are yet to be performed on CeN.
But between 30 meV and 12 eV the reflectivity could be measured on single crystals of CeN at 300 K [40] and it is displayed in Figure 38 . The minimum due to the plasma resonance of free electrons and holes is visible at about 1.5 eV, superimposed by an interband transition at about 1 eV and a peak at about 2 eV, 4 eV and 8 eV. Figure 37 . Schematic spectrum of the density of states of (a) the impurity Kondo case and (b) the Kondo lattice, including split off bands at E f and E f + U and the many body resonance of width T K. . The scale T K is expanded for clarity (53, 74) . ε and free electron contribution f 2 ε at 5 K, 300 K and 500 K.
At 5 K the plasma resonance, ∆ω po /ω po (300) = +5.3% and at 500 K -10.5% and the carrier concentration ∆n opt /n opt (300) = +10% at 5K and -18% at 500 K. The measurement of the temperature dependence of the plasma resonance corresponds roughly to the Hall effect (with temperature independent m oeff ) and we learn that at 5 K we have more charge carriers than at 300 K and 500 K. This means that CeN is more tetravalent at low temperatures and more trivalent at high temperatures. Again this is concomitant with measurements of the temperature dependence of the lattice constant [56] , decreasing at low temperatures since the ionic radius of tetravalent Ce is smaller than of trivalent Ce.
The electrical resistivity of CeN at 300 K is 2 × 10 −5 Ώcm, the smallest value of the described rare earth nitrides. Taking for the carrier concentration the above value of n opt = 0.33 el/ion and having with the lattice constant and fcc structure of 5. But we have to come back to the XPS and BIS measurements on CeN films of unknown stoichiometry and lattice constant [59] as shown in Figure 30 . The authors explicitly state that there is no overlap between the anion derived p band and the cationic d band. Thus the empty 4f band above E F is at most hybridized with the empty d band, but the occupied 4f state below E F is not hybridized with the d band. This is very confusing, because then it would not lead to f-d hybridization and intermediate valence.
The essence of the rare earth pnictides is, including ScN and the nitrides, that except CeN, they all have an indirect p-d overlap between the maximum of the p band at Γ and the minimum of the d band at X [18] [20] [64] . This overlap results in the metallic conductivity and a certain amount of free carriers, measured in the Hall effect or the plasma resonance in an optical experiment. Now CeN with its small lattice constant, smaller than the neighbors LaN and PrN, has the largest p-d overlap of all nitrides, manifest in the largest plasma resonance of 3.8 eV of all nitrides. So there is a large p-d overlap at E F . As described above in CeN there is a direct overlap p-d at X, making the material a metal (not semimetal) [16] [63]- [67] . In Figure 30 [59] , there seems to be no p-d overlap, but an XPS measurement is not very sensitive to p and d electrons, mostly sensitive to f electrons. If we do not shift the question to a lack of stoichiometry, we are left with a problem.
But we can try to connect the optical transitions of Figure 39 with the combined XPS and BIS spectra of Figure 30 . It is clear that the optical transition around 8 eV in Figure 39 goes from the maximum of the p band at Γ indirectly to the maximum of the d band in Figure 30 . The 4 eV peak in Figure 39 would correspond to the direct p-d transition at Γ (consult Figure 30) , the peak at 2 eV would correspond to a direct transition f-d at X and the peak at 1 eV in Figure 39 would be the famous transition occupied 4f to empty 4f across the hybridization gap. This transition has a low oscillator strength as an intra 4f transition, just as in CeCu 6 in Figure 34 [70] . One should not forget that the red color in the television set is due to an intra 4f transition in Eu doped YVO 3 .
Conclusions
The problems of rare earth nitrides exemplified with ScN, GdN, TbN, HoN, YbN, CeN have been described and new measurements on stoichiometric single crystals are performed. Triggered by the claim of ferromagnetism for some nitrides, as collected in the review by Vogt and Mattenberger [4] the new results show, that none of the stoichiometric rare earth nitrides is ferromagnetic in low magnetic fields. The most interesting case is GdN, which for nearly 50 years and with hundreds of authors has been claimed to be ferromagnetic, and is now antiferromagnetic for low fields of about 10 Oe, becoming only ferromagnetic above fields of 3 kOe or with excess metal. The definition of spontaneous magnetic order is for applied fields towards zero. Since it has been shown with magnetic exchange interactions [31] that a significant contribution is the RKKY interaction, which depends on the carrier concentration and that only with the lowest possible carrier concentration achieved with perfect stoichiometry the correct magnetic order can be obtained.
In the example of HoN (and other powder materials), polycrystalline powder arranges the grains in an applied magnetic field with the easy direction in field direction, so magnetic saturation can be obtained. In single crystals, such a mechanical rotation of grains is not possible, so a magnetic saturation in fields of 10 T is not always achieved. So it is not only necessary to have stoichiometric material, but also single crystals must be grown and measured.
Since for many measurements (XPS, BIS, optical reflectivity) relatively large single crystals are necessary, a minimum size of about 2 mm edge length is necessary. The handling of the crystals in vacuum or inert atmosphere is essential and must be established.
In the review article of Vogt and Mattenberger [4] , NdN, GdN, TbN and DyN are reported as ferromagnetic, whereas HoN and ErN are reported as ferrimagnetic. All other rare earth pnictides are antiferromagnetic. In the present review article, it has been shown that GdN, TbN and YbN are antiferromagnetic. HoN is not ferrimagnetic but has a spontaneous magnetization, though not the saturation magnetization up to 10 T. NdN and DyN have been measured only on non-stoichiometric powder samples [25] and in high magnetic fields, where excess metal provokes excess electrons which throw the samples into ferromagnetism due to an enhanced ferromagnetic RKKY interaction. Thus, none of the rare earth nitrides is ferromagnetic. The correct term is metamagnetism.
For more than 50 years, research is going on with rare earth pnictides, especially nitrides. The handbook articles by Hulliger [2] and Vogt and Mattenberger [3] , authors and members of our institute collected most data available at the time of their printing. Kaldis et al. [57] described in detail the growth of stoichiometric single crystals and the handling of these crystals in inert atmospheres was a challenge by itself. For rare earth nitrides with their intrinsic low carrier concentration in the percentage range, off-stoichiometry in the percentage range can change the whole physical behavior and make antiferromagnets to ferromagnets and semiconductors to semimetals. Thus a theorist, not realizing the experimental problems, or believing the statements of the authors that their XRD tested samples are stoichiometric, may choose from antiferromagnets to ferromagnets and from semiconductors to metals and find agreement with his theory. So a critical review and comparison of the existing data together with new and significant experiments on well defined single crystals is essential so that theorists can test their theories. But theorists have their own problems, inasmuch as localized and itinerant electrons cannot be treated on the same level [16] and the calculation does not reach the sometimes meV overlap of p and d bands, deciding between semiconductor and semimetal. Only for ScN with no 4f's and CeN with 4f bands, the theories have some credibility. In a recent paper [77] , some new results of CeN are collected.
